Abstract. Using the generic division algebras, we construct new division algebras and prove the following. Theorem. Let m, n be positive integers, m\n, such that m is divisible by every prime which divides n. If k is any field, and there is a prime p such that p3\m, then there is a noncrossed product division k-algebra of exponent m and degree n. If k is a global field of characteristic 0, p is an odd prime, and k does not contain a primitive pth root of 1, we need only assume p2\m.
In [Ro] , Rowen showed that any division algebra of degree 8 and exponent 2 is a crossed product. This fact leads one to ask when one could construct noncrossed product division algebras of less than full exponent. Some such results are presented here. The reader should note that the noncrossed product division algebras so far constructed, the generic division algebras (e.g. [A, p. 417] ), are of full exponent. We will use the generic noncrossed product algebras to construct others with the desired properties. In what follows, k will always be a field and k{{x)) the Laurent series field with coefficients in k.
We first require the following observation about the generic division algebra UD{k, n, q) over k, in q variables, of degree n; q will always be > 2.
Lemma 1. // L/k is a finite extension of fields, UD(k, n, q)®k L = UD{L,n,q).
Proof. Let k(xy") be the purely transcendental extension of k with transcendence base {x™|l < i,j < n; 1 < m < q). Recall that UD{k,n,q) E Mn(k(xiJ")) is the subdivision ring generated by k and the generic matrices Xm = (x,™), 1 < m < q.
Embedding M"(k(x¡¡')) E Mn(L(xlJ')) in the natural way, UD{L,n,q) is generated as a division ring by UD {k, n, q) and L. Since
But UD (k, n, q)L is a domain, finite-dimensional over the center of UD(k, n, q), and thus is a division ring. Hence UD(k, n, q)L = UD(L,n,q). Q.E.D.
Now we record some well-known facts about division algebras D finitedimensional and central over a complete discrete valuation field L with residue class field K (e.g. [Re, Chapter 3] or [Sc, Chapter 5] ). D has a ramification degree e(D/L), which is also the maximum ramificatioji degree of any L-subfield of D. D has a residue class division algebra D and if
For any L subfield F of D, the residue class field F is a subfield of D. Finally, iff e(D/L) = 1, and Z) has center K it follows from, e.g. [Se, p. 195] 
Suppose A is a k central simple algebra, and L/k is a cyclic Galois extension of fields. Let K = k((x)), F = L((x)), and a be a generator of the
where (F/K, a, x) is the cyclic algebra as defined in, for example, [J, p. 82] .
Then: Proof. We will use the ideas and notation of [SI] . Since F/k is normal, F = LP where L/k is Galois and P/k is purely inseparable. Our argument will proceed by induction on [P : k]. Choose P' E P such that/? = char k = [P : P'] and P = P'(a) where a" = a E P'. Call D . ,,qt.
Proof. First of all we show, by induction, that ty{D) is a noncrossed product division algebra. By Theorem 2, it suffices to shoŵ -x(D)®L,((xx,...,xi_x)) is a noncrossed product division algebra. But by our above remark, W-\D) ® L,((x" . . . , x,_,)) » <V-\D ®c L,) ä öD'-'(Z) ®k L*) = ty-x(UD(L*,pr, q)).
We are done, after applying the induction hypothesis to 6D'_1 and UD(L*,p',q).
That the degree of ^(D) isprqx • ■ ■ q¡ is immediate. As for the exponent, the result is clear using Theorem 2(b). Q.E.D.
We have developed the above machinery in order to prove the following theorem, the goal of this paper.
Theorem 5. Let m, n be two positive integers, m\n, such that m is divisible by
